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Helsinki – NGI forum 25th September 2019

Andres Sánchez Sandaza – Director at FundingBox Communities
● #FundingGrowth, supporting Startups and SMEs in the growth
● A community of over 22k makers, innovators and entrepreneurs
● Specialists in Cascade funding, Community Building, Tech Transfer
● 60 professionals working around 3 Hubs

● Non-for profit software house based in Amsterdam
● Community of researchers and developers
● 8 years of experience in DLT
● Member of D-CENT, DECODE and PIE News

● Global Open innovation accelerator, Deep tech and Digital
● Community of 60 000 contacts focused on industrial players and covering 24 different vertical business
LEDGER Mission
Citizens retain control over their data

LEDGER promotes alternative models where data is a common good owned by citizens and wealth created by data-driven platforms is equally distributed.
To empower people to solve problems using decentralised technologies such as blockchain, peer to peer or distributed ledger technologies
LEDGER is funding

32 projects building MVPs where privacy by design, open software and data sovereignty are at the core of the proposition
The Programme

- Up to €200k equity free
- A venture programme of 12 months
- Researcher in residence & business mentors
- Access to market and support to raise further investment
1st Open Call Applications report

- Total applications started: 1137
- Total applications submitted: 291
Applicants from 38 Countries

- Spain 25%
- Germany 12%
- UK 11%

Other countries:
- Italy 9%
- Netherlands 9%
- France 8%
- Poland 6%
- Greece 5%
- Portugal 4%
- Romania 4%
- Switzerland 4%
Sectors:

- Open Innovation 237 (28%)
- Economy 181 (22%)
- Public Services 153 (18%)
  - Health 105 (12%)
  - Energy&Sustainability 91 (11%)
  - Mobility 72 (9%)

The indicators refer to started applications.
2nd Open Call

1st November 2019

Join the community to be up to date

www.ledgerproject.eu
Thanks!

Andrés Sánchez Sandaza
andres@fundingbox.com

fundingbox.com

https://ledgerproject.eu